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Abstract
We show that for any real positive numbers α1, α2, α3 the Ramsey number for a triple of even cy-
cles of lengths 2α1n, 2α2n, 2α3n, respectively, is (asymptotically) equal to (α1 + α2 + α3 +
max{α1, α2, α3} + o(1))n.
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1. Introduction
The Ramsey number R(G1, . . . ,Gk) is the smallest number N such that for each coloring
of the edges of the complete graph KN on N vertices with k colors there is a monochro-
matic copy of Gi in the ith color for some i, 1  i  k. In this paper we study the behavior
of R(Cm1,Cm2,Cm3), where Cmi ’s are long even cycles.
The value of the Ramsey number for a pair of cycles was found independently by Faudree and
Schelp [4], and Rosta [13] (see also Károlyi and Rosta [8]). Erdo˝s et al. [3] found the value of
R(Cm1,Cm2,Cm3) and R(Cm1,Cm2,Cm3,Cm4) in the case when one of the lengths, say, m1, is
much larger than the others. However for cycles of roughly the same length the problem remains
open, except for some small cases which have been explicitly computed (for further results in
this direction we refer the reader to Graham, Rothschild and Spencer [6] and Radziszowski’s
‘dynamic survey’ [12]). Bondy and Erdo˝s [1] (see also Erdo˝s [2]) conjectured that if m is odd,
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version’ of this conjecture holds, proving that for a large odd m we have R(Cm,Cm,Cm) =
(4 + o(1))m; recently the conjecture was settled in the affirmative for large values of m by
Kohayakawa, Simonovits and Skokan [10]. Our main result determines the asymptotic value of
R(Cm1,Cm2,Cm3) in an ‘opposite’ case, when all mi ’s are even.
Theorem 1. For α1, α2, α3 > 0 we have
R(C2α1n,C2α2n,C2α3n) =
(
α1 + α2 + α3 + max{α1, α2, α3} + o(1)
)
n.
As an immediate consequence of the above result we obtain the asymptotic value of the Ram-
sey number for a triple of long paths (cf. Faudree and Schelp [5]).
Corollary 2. If m1 m2 m3, then
R(Pm1 ,Pm2,Pm3) = m1 +m2/2 +m3/2 + o(m1).
Let us remark that recently Gyárfás, Ruszinkó, Sárközy, and Szemerédi [7] found another
proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in the diagonal case (i.e., when α1 = α2 = α3 and m1 =
m2 = m3).
The basic idea of our argument is similar to that employed in Łuczak [11]. Its crucial ingre-
dient is Lemma 8, stating that if we color edges of an almost complete graph with three colors,
then in one of the colors we can find a component containing a large matching. We combine this
result with the Regularity Lemma to prove Theorem 1.
All graphs considered in this note are simple, without loops and multiple edges. For a graph
G = (V ,E), and disjoint subsets A, B of V , let e(A,B) = eG(A,B) be the number of edges uv
with u ∈ A and v ∈ B , and let
N(A) = NG(A) = {v ∈ V \A: vw ∈ E for some w ∈ A},
denote the neighborhood of A. Thus, the degree d(v) of a vertex v ∈ V can be defined as
d(v) = ∣∣N({v})∣∣= ∣∣N(v)∣∣= ∣∣e({v},V \ {v})∣∣.
By G[A] we denote the subgraph of G induced by A ⊆ V .
2. Large monochromatic matchings in colored graphs
The aim of this section is to investigate the structure of graphs which contain no large match-
ings in one of its components. We start with a number of simple lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let G = (V ,E) be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1,V2}, |V1|  |V2|, and at
least (1 − )|V1||V2| edges, for some 0 <  < 0.01. Then, there is a component in G of at least
(1 − 3)(|V1| + |V2|) vertices which contains a matching of cardinality at least (1 − 3)|V2|.
Proof. Let G = (V1 ∪ V2,E) be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1,V2}, |V1|  |V2|, and at
least (1 − )|V1||V2| edges. Let A denote the set of vertices v1 ∈ V1, for which d(v1) < 0.6|V2|,
and let B be the set of all the vertices v2 ∈ V2 satisfying d(v2) < 0.6|V1|. Then, |A| < 3|V1|,
and |B| < 3|V2|.
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Clearly, G′ is connected. We claim that G′ contains a matching of cardinality (1 − 3)|V2|.
Indeed, let S ⊆ V ′2. If |S| 0.5|V2|, then∣∣N(S)∣∣ 0.6|V1| − 3|V1| 0.5|V1| |S|,
while for |S| > 0.5|V2| we have∣∣N(S)∣∣= ∣∣V ′1
∣∣ (1 − 3)|V1| (1 − 3)|V2|.
Hence, by Hall’s theorem, the graph G′ (and thus also G) contains a matching of cardinality
min{|V ′2|, (1 − 3)|V2|} = (1 − 3)|V2|. 
As an easy consequence of the above lemma we get the following result.
Lemma 4. Let 0 γ1  γ2  1, 0 <  < 0.01, N  4/, and let U1, U2 be two, not necessarily
disjoint, subsets of [N ] = {1,2, . . . ,N} of γ1N and γ2N vertices respectively. Let G = ([N ],E)
be a graph obtained from the complete graph on vertex set [N ] by removing all edges contained
in Ui , i = 1,2, and, possibly, at most 3
(
N
2
)
other edges. Then G contains a matching contained
in one component saturating at least:
(i) (1 − 5)N vertices if γ2  1/2;
(ii) (2 − 2γ2 − 7)N vertices if γ2  1/2.
Proof. For γ2  1 − 3, there is nothing to prove, so let us assume that 1/2 γ2  1 − 3. Let
H be a bipartite subgraph of G induced by sets X, Y , where |X| = |Y | = (1 − γ2)N 2N ,
and X ⊆ U2 \ U1, Y ⊆ [N ] \ U2. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 3 applied to H . If
γ2  1/2, then we should consider two disjoint bipartite subgraphs of G induced by X1 ∪ Y1,
X2 ∪ Y2, where [N ] = X1 ∪X2 ∪ Y1 ∪ Y2, |X1| = |Y1|, ||X2| − |Y2|| 1, X1 ⊆ [N ] \ (U1 ∪U2),
Y1 ⊆ (U1 ∩ U2) ∪ ([N ] \ (U1 ∪ U2)), X2 ⊆ (U1 \ U2) ∪ ([N ] \ (U1 ∪ U2)), and finally Y2 ⊆
(U2 \U1)∪ ([N ] \ (U1 ∪U2)). Lemma 3 implies that each of the above two bipartite graphs con-
tains a large matching contained in one component; moreover it is easy to see that the dominating
components of these graphs are connected unless one of them is smaller than 2N . 
Lemma 5. Let 0 <  < 0.01 and let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = (2 + 8)n and |E| (|V |
2
)− 2n2  (1−0.22)(|V |2
)
. Then any 3-coloring of the edges of G leads to a monochromatic
component with at least (1 + )n vertices.
Proof. Let us consider any 3-coloring of the edges of G and let F1 be a monochromatic com-
ponent in G with largest number of vertices (say, in the first color). We show first that there are
monochromatic components F2 and F3 in the second and the third colors respectively, such that∣∣V (F1)∪ V (F2)∪ V (F3)
∣∣> (2 + 6)n. (1)
Indeed, note that G contains a vertex of degree larger than 2n, so |V (F1)| > 2n/3 > 7n
vertices. If |V \ V (F1)|  n, then (1) holds for any choice of F2 and F3; otherwise there is
v /∈ V (F1) with at least 6n neighbors in V (F1) and so, there is a monochromatic component F2
(say in the second color), such that |V (F1)∩ V (F2)| 3n. If, again, |V \ (V (F1)∪ V (F2))|
n, then we are done, if not then some w /∈ V (F1)∪V (F2) has at least n neighbors in V (F1)∩
V (F2) and there is a monochromatic component F3 in the third color such that |V (F1)∩V (F2)∩
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from V (F1)∩ V (F2)∩ V (F3), (1) follows.
Now let us assume that the assertion does not hold, i.e.,
∣∣V (Fi)
∣∣< (1 + )n, for i = 1,2,3. (2)
Set A = (V (F2)∩ V (F3)) \ V (F1). Note that (2) and (1) imply that for {i, j, k} = {1,2,3},∣∣V (Fi) \
(
V (Fj )∪ V (Fk)
)∣∣> 4n. (3)
Hence, since |E|  (|V |2
) − 2n2, all except at most 2n of vertices of (V (F2) ∪ V (F3)) \
(V (F1)∪A) must belong to one component H1 of the first color, i.e.,
∣∣V (H1)
∣∣ ∣∣(V (F2)∪ V (F3)
) \ (A∪ V (F1)
)∣∣− 2n
> (2 + 4)n− ∣∣V (F1)
∣∣− |A|. (4)
Since, by our choice of F1, |V (H1)| |V (F1)|, from (2) and (4) we get
|A| > n. (5)
Note also that the fact that Fi , i = 1,2,3, are monochromatic components in three different col-
ors implies that G contains no edges joining A = (V (F2)∩V (F3))\V (F1) and V (F1)\(V (F2)∪
V (F3)). Consequently, (3) and (5) contradict the assumption that |E|
(|V |
2
)− 2n2. 
For a graph G, let q(G) denote the number of all components of G which contain an odd
number of vertices. We shall use a general version of Tutte’s theorem in the following form.
Theorem 6. If a graph G = (V ,E) contains no matchings saturating at least n vertices, then
there exists a set S ⊆ V such that q(G− S) > |S| + |V | − n.
The next lemma is a simple consequence of the above result.
Lemma 7. If a graph G = (V ,E) contains no matchings saturating at least n vertices, then there
exists a partition {S,T ,U} of V such that
(i) the subgraph induced in G by T has minimum degree less than √|V | − 1,
(ii) G contains no edges joining T and U ,
(iii) |U | + 2|S| < n+ √|V |.
Proof. Let us suppose that a graph G = (V ,E) contains no matchings saturating at least n
vertices. By Theorem 6, for some S ⊆ V we have q(G − S) > |S| + |V | − n. Denote by
T1, T2, . . . , Tk , the odd components of G \ S such that |V (Ti)| < √|V |, and let T = ⋃ki=1 Ti
and U = V \ (S ∪ T ). Then we have
|T | k > q(G− S)−√|V | > |S| + |V | − n−√|V |,
and
|U | = |V | − |S| − |T | < n+√|V | − 2|S|.
Hence,
|U | + 2|S| < n+√|V |,
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√|V | − 1 neighbors in T , and there are no edges between the
sets T and U . 
Now we state and prove the main result of this section.
Lemma 8. For every α1, α2, α3 > 0, max{α1, α2, α3} = 1, and , 0 <  < 0.001 min{α1, α2, α3},
there exists N0, such that for each graph G = (V ,E) with N = (α1+α2+α3+max{α1, α2, α3}+
18)nN0 vertices and |E| (1 − 7)
(
N
2
)
edges, the following holds. For every 3-coloring of
the edges of G there exists a color i, i = 1,2,3, such that some component of the subgraph
induced in G by the edges of the ith color contains a matching saturating at least (2αi + 0.1)n
vertices.
Proof. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with N = (α1 + α2 + α3 + maxk{αk} + 18)n vertices and
at least (1 − 7)(N2
)
edges, for some 0 <  < 0.001 min{α1, α2, α3}. We shall often use the fact
that, because of our assumption that max{α1, α2, α3} = 1, we have N  5n. We shall also assume
that n is large enough with respect to  and α1, α2, α3, i.e., we claim that all inequalities below
hold only for n n0 for some n0 = n0(,α1, α2, α3). Let us consider a 3-coloring of the edges
of G and assume that the assertion does not hold. Let F denote a monochromatic component
of G with the largest number of vertices and V1 = V (F1). Without loss of generality we may
assume that the edges of F are colored with the first color. Note that, by Lemma 5, |V1| >
(α1 + α2 + α3 + maxk{αk})n/2 + 5n.
In the proof we shall consider a number of cases.
Case 1. |V1| |V | − 4n,
Since we have assumed that V1 contains no matchings saturating at least (2α1 + 0.1)n ver-
tices we can apply Lemma 7 to the subgraph of G induced by the edges colored in the first color.
Let V1 = T1 ∪ U1 ∪ S1 be the partition whose existence is assured by this lemma; in particular
we have
2|S1| + |U1| 2α1n+ 0.1n+
√
N. (6)
Note that all except at most 7N2 + |T1|
√
N  6N2 pairs {v,w}, v ∈ T1, w ∈ T1 ∪ U1, are
edges of G colored by either the second, or the third color. Observe also that this fact implies
that there is a monochromatic component in either the second, or the third color, which contains
all except at most 0.3N vertices of T1. Indeed, if this is not the case there exist sets R2, R3,
where Ri is a union of components of the ith color, i = 2,3, such that |R2 \ R3|  0.1N ,
|R3 \ R2|  0.1N . Since no edges of either the second or the third color join R2 \ R3 and
R3 \ R2, we get a contradiction with our previous observation that all but at most 6N2 pairs
inside T1 are colored by one of the above two colors.
Thus, let as assume that there exists a monochromatic component F2 in, say, the second color,
such that |T1 \ V (F2)|  0.3N . Let us assume that F2 contains no matchings of size at least
(2α2 + 0.1)n. Let V (F2) = T2 ∪U2 ∪ S2 be a partition of V (F2) whose existence is assured by
Lemma 7; then, in particular,
2|S2| + |U2| 2α2n+ 0.1n+
√
N. (7)
Finally, let V3 = ((V (F2)∩T1)∪U1)\S2 and let G3 = (V3,E3) be a graph induced by the edges
of G contained in V3 colored with the third color. Note that G3 is a subgraph of a graph obtained
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at most 6n2 other edges. Thus, we can apply Lemma 4. Assume first that |U1|, |U2| |V3|/2.
Then Lemma 4 together with (6) and (7) imply that G3 contains a matching contained in one
component saturating at least
|V3| − 52|V3| |T1| − 0.3N + |U1| − |S2| − 0.3N − 52N
 |V1| − |S1| − |S2| − 0.6N − 52N
 |V | − α1n− α2n− 5n− 2
√
N
 2α3n+ n
vertices. Thus, let us assume that, say, |U1| |U2| and |U1| |V3|/2. Then, from Lemma 4, (6),
and (7), it follows that there exists a matching contained in one component of the third color
saturating at least
2|V3| − 2|U2| − 72|V3| 2|T1| + 2|U1| − 2|S2| − 2|U2| − 0.7N − 72N
 2|V1| − 2|S1| − 2|S2| − 2|U2| − N
 2|V | − 2α1n− 4α2n− 10n− 3
√
N
 2α3n+ n
vertices.
Now let F2 be a largest monochromatic component of either the second or the third color.
In the remaining part of the proof we assume that the edges of F2 are colored with the second
color and set V2 = V (F2). We split the argument according to the sizes of the sets V1 ∩ V2 and
(V \ V1)∩ V2.
Case 2. |V1 ∩ V2| |V1|/2 − n.
We may assume that |V \ V1| > 4n, since otherwise Case 1 applies. But then there exists a
vertex v ∈ V \ V1 which have in V1 at least V1 − n neighbors and so we must have |V1 ∩ V2| >
(|V1| − n)/2 > |V1|/2 − n.
Case 3. |V1 ∩ V2| |V1| − n.
Again we may assume that |V \ V1| > 4n. Since |V2|  |V1|, in such a case we have also
|V \ (V1 ∪ V2)| > 3n. But then all except at most n vertices of the set V \ (V1 ∪ V2) are
connected with at least |V1 ∩ V2| − n > |V1 ∩ V2|/2 vertices of V1 ∩ V2 by edges of the third
color. Hence, there exists a component in the third color with more than
|V1 ∩ V2| − n+ 3n > |V1|
vertices, contradicting the choice of V1.
Case 4. |V2 \ V1| n.
Because of Cases 1 and 3 we may assume that |V \ V1|, |V1 ∩ V2| > 4n. All except at most
n vertices of V \ (V1 ∪V2) are joined by edges of the third color with all but at most n vertices
of V1 ∩ V2. Thus, the graph contains a component in the third color with at least∣∣V \ (V1 ∪ V2)
∣∣+ |V2 ∩ V1| − 2n > 3n+ |V2| − 2n > |V2|
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Case 5. |V1|/2 − n |V1 ∩ V2| |V1| − n, n |(V \ V1)∩ V2| |V \ V1| − n.
Let A0 = V1 ∩ V2, A1 = V1 \ V2, A2 = (V \ V1) ∩ V2 and A3 = V \ (A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2). Then,
all except at most 6n2 edges between A0 and A1, and between A2 and A3, are colored with the
first color; all but at most 6n2 edges between A0 and A2, and between A1 and A3, are colored
with the second color; finally, all but at most 6n2 edges between A0 and A3, as well as all
edges between A1 and A2, are colored with the third color. Note that in most cases we cannot
omit the term 6n2. (Indeed, because G is not complete, from the fact that all edges joining A0
and A3 are in the third color it does not follow that all vertices of A0 ∪ A3 belong to the same
third color component. Thus, although most of the edges joining A1 and A3 are colored with the
second color, perhaps some of them are of the third color as well.) On the other hand, all edges
between A0 and A3 are of the third color, but we allow exceptions to make the above description
symmetric. Because of that we may and shall assume that A0 is the largest among the sets Ai ,
i = 0,1,2,3; if this is not the case one can repeat the argument with A0 replaced by one of Ai ’s.
Observe also that if |A0| |Ai | (αi + )n for some i = 1,2,3, then, by Lemma 3, G contains
a matching saturating at least (2αi + 0.1)n vertices in a monochromatic component of the ith
color. Hence, we shall also assume that for each i, i = 1,2,3,
n < |Ai | < (αi + )n. (8)
Note that the above bounds for |Ai | and the fact that
|V | = |A0| + |A1| + |A2| + |A3| =
(
α1 + α2 + α3 + max
k
{αk} + 18
)
n, (9)
imply that for each i, i = 1,2,3,
|A0| + |Ai | (2αi + 9)n. (10)
Claim 1. There exists i, i = 1,2,3, such that the subgraph induced in G by A0 contains a
matching in the ith color saturating at least 2αin− 2|Ai | + n vertices.
Proof. Suppose that G[A0] contains no matchings in the ith color saturating at least 2αin −
2|Ai | + n vertices, for i = 1,2. Let (Si, Ti,Ui), i = 1,2, be partitions of A0 whose existence is
guaranteed by Lemma 7. Thus, in particular, for i = 1,2, we have
|Ui | + 2|Si | 2αin− 2|Ai | + n+
√|A0|. (11)
Now we use Lemma 4 to the graph G3 = (V3,E3) induced by the edges of G colored with the
third color with both ends in V3 = A0 \ (S1 ∪ S2). First let us assume that |U1|, |U2|  |V3|/2.
Then, using (9) and (11), from Lemma 4 we deduce that G3 contains a matching saturating at
least
|A0| − |S1| − |S2| − 52|A0| |A0| − α1n− α2n+ |A1| + |A2| − 2
√|A0| − 3n− 52N
> |V | − α1n− α2n− |A3| − 4n
> 2α3n− |A3| + n.
Now let us assume that max{|U1|, |U2|} |V3|/2, and, say, |U1| |U2|. Then, from Lemma 4,
(9), and (11), and the bound |A1| < (α1 + )n, it follows that G3 contains a matching saturating
at least
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 2|A0| − 4α1n− 2α2n+ 4|A1| + 2|A2| − 3
√|A0| − 4n− 72N
> 2|V | − 4α1n− 2α2n+ 2|A1| − 2|A3| − 5n
> 2|V | − 2α1n− 2α2n− 2|A3| − 5n
> 2α3n− 2|A3| + n
vertices. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Thus, for some i0, i0 = 1,2,3, the subgraph induced in G by A0 contains a matching M of
the i0th color saturating at least 2αi0n− 2|Ai0 |+ n > n vertices. Consider a bipartite subgraph
G′ of G induced by the edges of the i0th color joining sets Ai0 and A0 \ V (M). Using Lemma 3
we infer that G′ contains a matching M ′, contained in the one component F3, saturating at least
min{|Ai0 |, |A0| − |V (M)|} − 0.2n vertices. Furthermore, again by Lemma 3, M contains a
matching M ′′ of at least |M| − 0.2n vertices, contained in F3. Thus, using (10), we conclude
that M ′ ∪M ′′ is a matching contained in one component of the i0th color saturating (2αi +0.5)n
vertices.
Case 6. |V1|/2 − n |V1 ∩ V2| |V1| − n, |V2 ∩ (V \ V1)| |V \ V1| − n.
Note first that we may and shall assume that |V2 \ V1|  n, since otherwise this case can
be reduced to Case 4. Let us suppose that neither G[V1] contains a matching in the first color
saturating at least (2α1 + 0.1)n vertices, nor G[V2] contains a matching in the second color
saturating at least (2α2 + 0.1)n vertices. Let V1 = S1 ∪ T1 ∪ U1 and V2 = S2 ∪ T2 ∪ U2 be
partitions whose existence follows from Lemma 7; in particular, for i = 1,2, we have
|Ui | + 2|Si | 2αin+ 0.1n+
√
N  2αin+ 0.2n. (12)
Let T ′i = Ti \ S3−i , U ′i = Ui \ S3−i , for i = 1,2. Let V3 = T ′1 ∪ T ′2 ∪ U ′1 ∪ U ′2 and by G3 =
(V3,E3) we denote the subgraph induced in G by the edges of the third color which have both
ends in V3, except of the edges with both ends in one of the sets: U ′1, U ′2, (U ′1 ∪ T ′1) \ V2, (U ′2 ∪
T ′2) \V1. We shall study the size of the largest matching in G3 contained in one component of G
colored with the third color.
Claim 2. Let M be the largest matching in G3. Then, either M saturates all but 0.5n vertices
of V3, or there exists i, i = 1,2, such that all but at most 0.5n vertices unsaturated by M belong
to U ′i , and all but at most 0.5n vertices from T ′i are matched to vertices of U ′i .
In particular, M leaves at most
max
{
0,
∣∣U ′1
∣∣− ∣∣T ′1
∣∣− ∣∣V2 \ (V1 ∪ S2)
∣∣, ∣∣U ′2
∣∣− ∣∣T ′2
∣∣− ∣∣V1 \ (V2 ∪ S1)
∣∣}+ n
max
{
0, |U1| − |T1| + |S2| − |V2 \ V1|, |U2| − |T2| + |S1| − |V1 \ V2|
}+ n (13)
vertices of G3 unsaturated.
Proof. Let M be the largest matching in G3 and let W ′ denote the set of vertices of G3 which are
unsaturated by M . Observe first that each pair of disjoint subsets R1, R2, such that R1 ⊆ V1 \V2,
R2 ⊆ V2 \V1, |R1|, |R2| 0.1n, is connected by at least one edge of G3. In a similar way, each
pair of disjoint subsets R′1, R′2, such that R′1 ⊆ T ′1, R′2 ⊆ T ′2, |R′1|, |R′2| 0.1n, is joined by at
least one edge of G3. Thus, all except at most 0.2n elements of W ′ must be contained in one
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|W | 0.3n. We shall argue that if a substantial fraction of vertices of Ti are matched by M to
vertices from V3 \ Ui , then it is possible to increase the size of matching by a simple switching
procedure which contradicts the maximality of M .
Case A. |W ∩ T ′3−i | 0.1n.
Suppose that there are at least 0.1n edges yj zj of G3 such that yj ∈ T ′i , zj ∈ V3 \ U ′i ⊆
Vi \ V3−i , and yj zj ∈ M . The set of all ends of such edges contained in T ′i we denote by Y , the
set of all ends contained in V3 \ U ′i we denote by Z. We also set X = W ∩ T ′3−i . Note that the
sets X, Y , and Z, span in G3 the tripartite subgraph F which is ‘nearly complete,’ i.e., contains
at least |X||Y | + |X||Z| + |Y ||Z| − 6n2 edges. Now we can use Lemma 3 to find in a matching
M ′ in F such that, say, 
0.01|Y | vertices of Y are matched to vertices from X, 
0.01|Z|
vertices of Z are matched to vertices of X, and at least 
0.985|Y | vertices of Y are matched
to vertices from Z. But then we can remove |Y | edges joining Y and Z from M , and add to
it at least 1.005|Y | edges of M ′, contradicting the assumption that M is the largest matching
in H . Hence, in this case, all but at most 0.2n vertices from T ′i must be matched to vertices
of U ′i .
Case B. |W ∩U ′i ∩U ′3−i | 0.2n.
Let us assume that it is not true that all but at most 0.3n of T ′k are matched to U ′k for some
k = 1,2. Thus, there must exist at least 0.3n edges y′j z′j of G3, such that y′j z′j ∈ M , y′j ∈
T ′i \ (T ′3−i ∪ U ′3−i ), and z′j ∈ V3 \ U ′i ; and there must be also at least 0.3n edges y′′j z′′j , such
that y′′j z′′j ∈ M , y′′j ∈ T ′3−i \ (T ′i ∪ U ′i ) and z′′j ∈ V3 \ U ′3−i . Let us denote the sets of all such
y′j ’s, y′′j ’s, z′j ’s, z′′j ’s by Y ′, Y ′′, Z′, and Z′′, respectively. Let X = W ∩ U ′1 ∩ U ′2. Then, each of
the bipartite graphs induced in G3 by pairs {Z′′, Y ′′}, {Y ′′,X}, {X,Y ′}, {Y ′,Z′}, and {Z′,Z′′} is
‘nearly complete,’ i.e., it differs from the complete bipartite graphs by at most 6n2 edges. Thus,
in a similar way as in Case A, using Lemma 3 we can use M unsaturated vertices from X to
enlarge M , contradicting its maximality.
Case C. |W \ V3−i | 0.2n.
If there are at least 0.1n edges yj zj of G3 such that yj ∈ T ′i ∩ V3−i , zj ∈ V3 \ U ′i , and
yj zj ∈ M , then we can proceed in the same way as before, enlarging M by matching some
of vertices yj and zj with unsaturated vertices from W \ V3−i , which leads to a contradic-
tion.
The case when there are 0.4n edges y′j z′j such that y′j ∈ T ′i \V3−i , z′j ∈ V3 \U ′i , and y′j z′j ∈ M
needs a bit more attention. Let us denote the set of such y′j ’s and z′j ’s by Y ′ and Z′, respectively,
and set X = W \ V3−i .
We observe first that if there are at least 0.4n edges of M contained in Vi ∩ V3−i , then M
can be enlarged. Indeed, let Y ′′ denote the set obtained by choosing for each edge e from M
contained in Vi ∩ V3−i the end of e which do not belong to Ui (if both are not in Ui we take
the lexicographically first one) and Z′′ denote the set consisting of the other ends of these edges.
Then, the bipartite subgraphs induced in G3 by pairs {X,Z′}, {Z′, Y ′}, {Y ′,Z′′}, {Z′′, Y ′′}, and
{Y ′′,X} are nearly complete, and so one can use unsaturated vertices from X to enlarge M and
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V3 \ V3−i , and, since V3 ∩ V3−i ⊇ V3−i \ (S1 ∪ S2), M saturates at least
2|V3−i | − 2|S1| − 2|S2| − n (14)
vertices. On the other hand, applying Lemma 3 to the bipartite graph generated by the edges of
the third color connecting sets Ti \ V3−i and V1 ∪ V2 \ (Si ∪ Ti), we infer that G3 contains a
component F3 of the third color of size at least∣∣V (F3)
∣∣ |V1 ∪ V2| − |Si | − 2N  |V | − |Si | − 2n. (15)
Thus, there is a matching M ′ ⊆ M , such that |M ′| |M|−2n, and M ′ is contained in F3. Since
from the definition of V1, V2 it follows that |V (F3)|  |V1|, |V2|, from (12), (15), and (14), we
infer that M ′ saturates at least
2|V | − 4|Si | − 2|S3−i | − 5n 2α3n− 2αin+ 2 max
k
{αk}n+ 5n
 2α3n+ n
vertices, contradicting our assumption that G contains no such matching. This completes the
proof of Case C and Claim 2. 
Claim 3. All except at most n of the edges of the largest matching M in G3 are contained in
one component of the third color in G.
Proof. Note that |V1|+|V2| 1.5|V |−3n, and V1 ⊆ S1 ∪U1 ∪S2 ∪T ′1, V2 ⊆ S2 ∪U2 ∪S1 ∪T ′2.
Hence, by (12),
∣∣T ′1
∣∣+ ∣∣T ′2
∣∣ 1.5|V | − |U1| − |U2| − 2|S1| − 2|S2| − 3n
 1.5|V | − 2α1n− 2α2n− 3.5n−
√
N
 2α3n+ 6n. (16)
Thus, let us assume that |T ′1|  3n (the case |T ′2|  3n can be dealt with in a similar way).
Let R denote the largest one among the sets T ′1 ∩ T2, T ′1 ∩ U2, T ′1 \ V2. Thus, |R|  n. For
each edge e of M let ve be any end of e such that ve /∈ U2 if R = T ′1 ∩ U2 and ve /∈ U1 \ V2 if
R = T ′1 \V2. Finally, let W = {ve: e ∈ M}. Since all except at most 6n2 edges joining R and W
belong to G3, the assertion follows from Lemma 3. 
From Claims 2 and 3 it follows that G contains a matching, contained in one component of
the third color, which saturates at least
m = |V3| − max
{
0, |U1| − |T1| + |S2| − |V2 \ V1|, |U2| − |T2| + |S1| − |V1 \ V2|
}− 2n
 |V | − |S1| − |S2|
− max{0, |U1| − |T1| + |S2| − |V2 \ V1|, |U2| − |T2| + |S1| − |V1 \ V2|
}− 3n (17)
vertices.
If the maximum in the above formula is equal to 0, then from (12) we get
m |V | − |S1| − |S2| − 3n α3n+ max
k
{αk}n+ 8n 2α3n+ n.
Thus, assume that
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{
0, |U1| − |T1| + |S2| − |V2 \ V1|, |U2| − |T2| + |S1| − |V1 \ V2|
}
= |Ui | − |Ti | + |S3−i | − |V3−i \ Vi |
for some i = 1,2. Using (12) we infer that in this case
m |V | − |S1| − |S2| − |Ui | + |Ti | − |S3−i | + |V3−i \ Vi | − 3n
 2|V | − 2|S1| − 2|S2| − 2|Ui | − 4n
 2α3n− 2αin+ 2 max
k
{αk}n+ 4n
 2α3n+ n.
This completes the proof of Case 6 and Lemma 8. 
3. Proof of the main result
Let us first recall some definitions related to the Regularity Lemma. Let G = (V ,E) be a
graph and let A, B be disjoint subsets of V . We say that a pair (A,B) is (,G)-regular for some
 > 0 if for every A′ ⊆ A, |A′| |A|, and B ′ ⊆ B , |B ′| |B|, we have
∣∣∣∣
e(A′,B ′)
|A′||B ′| −
e(A,B)
|A||B|
∣∣∣∣< .
A partition Π = (Vi)ki=0 of the vertex set V of G is (, k)-equitable if |V0|  |V | and |V1| =
· · · = |Vk|. An (, k)-equitable partition Π = (Vi)ki=0 is (k, ,G)-regular if at most 
(
k
2
)
of the
pairs (Vi,Vj ), 1  i < j  k, are not (,G)-regular. Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma [14] (see
also Komlós and Simonovits [9]) states that every graph G admits a (k, ,G)-regular partition,
for some k, where 1/  k K0, and the constant K0 depends only on  but not on the choice
of G. Below we use the following general version of this result.
Lemma 9. For every  > 0 there exists K0 = K0() such that the following holds. For all
graphs, G1, G2 and G3, where V (G1) = V (G2) = V (G3) = V , there exists a partition Π =
(V0,V1, . . . , Vk) of V such that 1/  k K0 and Π is (k, ,Gs)-regular for s = 1,2,3.
We shall also need the following simple property of (,G)-regular pairs (see Łuczak [11]).
Lemma 10. Let G = (V ,E) be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1,V2} such that |V1| = |V2| =
n 45. Furthermore, let e(V1,V2) |V1||V2|/4 and let the pair (V1,V2) be (,G)-regular for
0 <  < 0.01. Then, for every , 1    n − 5n, and every pair of vertices v′ ∈ V1, v′′ ∈ V2,
where d(v′), d(v′′) n/5, G contains a path of length 2+ 1 connecting v′ and v′′.
Proof of Theorem 1. Note first that for even m1,m2,m3  2 we have
R(Cm1 ,Cm2,Cm3)m1 +
m2 +m3
2
− 2.
Indeed, let M = m1 + m2+m32 − 3. Let us partition the vertices of KM into sets V1, V2, V3, such
that |V1| = m1 − 1, |V2| = m2/2 − 1, |V3| = m3/2 − 1. Let us color the edges inside V1 with the
first color, all the edges adjacent to vertices from V2 with the second color, and all the remaining
edges of KM using the third color. It is easy to see that in this way we create no Cms in the sth
color for s = 1,2,3.
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n large enough, in each 3-edge coloring of KM , M = (α1 + α2 + α3 + max{α1, α2, α3} + η)n,
there exists a monochromatic cycle of length 2αsn, for some s, s = 1,2,3.
Let  = min{η8,1/N0}, where N0 is defined as in Lemma 8. Let (E1,E2,E3) be a 3-edge
coloring of the edges of KM , and let Gs = (V ,Es), for s = 1,2,3. Apply Lemma 9 to find a
partition Π = (V0,V1, . . . , Vk) of vertices of KM such that 1/  k  K0 and Π is (k, ,Gs)-
regular for s = 1,2,3. Let G∗ = (V ∗,E∗) be the graph with vertex set V ∗ = {1,2, . . . , k} and
E∗ = {{i, j}: (Vi,Vj ) is (,Gs)-regular for s = 1,2,3
}
.
Then |E∗| (1 − η8)(k2
)
. Construct a 3-edge coloring (E∗1 ,E∗2 ,E∗3 ) of E∗ by coloring an edge
ij of G∗ with the (lexicographically first) color s for which eGs (Vi,Vj )  |Vi ||Vj |/3, and let
G∗s = (V ∗,E∗s ), for s = 1,2,3. Lemma 8 implies that for each such coloring there exists s0,
s0 = 1,2,3, such that one of the components of G∗s0 contains a matching M∗ saturating at
least 2a = (2αs0 + 0.1η)k vertices. Let F ∗ be a minimal connected subgraph of G∗s0 contain-
ing M∗. It is easy to see that F ∗ contains no cycles, i.e., it is a tree. Consider a closed walk
W = Vi1Vi2 · · ·Vit Vi1 which contains all edges of M∗. Since F ∗ is a tree, so W must be of even
length. Using elementary properties of regular pairs it is not hard to find in Gs0 an even cycle
C˜ = vi1vi2 · · ·vit vi1 such that vir ∈ Vir and vir has at least |Vir |/4 neighbors in both Vir−1 and
Vir+1 for all r = 1,2, . . . , t .
Finally, let us choose natural numbers 1, 2, . . . , a such that 1 j  (1 − 5η)|Vij |, and
a∑
j=1
2j = 2αs0n − t.
Now let us assume that for an edge er ∈ M∗, the pair {Vir ,Vir+1} denotes the first appearance
of er in W . Then, for every r = 1,2, . . . , a, we use Lemma 10 and replace the edge of vir vir+1
of C˜ by a path of length 2j+1 + 1 which starts at vij , ends at vij+1 , and consists of edges of Gs0
with one end in Vir and the other in Vir+1, for r = 1,2, . . . , a. Clearly, the resulting cycle consists
of 2αs0n edges colored with the s0th color. 
Proof of Corollary 2. One can easily modify the coloring given at the beginning of the proof
of Theorem 1 to show that R(Pm1 ,Pm2,Pm3) is larger than m1 + m2/2 + m3/2 − 6. Hence the
assertion follows from Theorem 1 and the obvious inequality
R(Pm1 ,Pm2,Pm3)R(C2
m1/2,C2
m2/2,C2
m3/2). 
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